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I have tried a few in the last couple of days and some are not working at all others just don't work for AVG, etc, or just
don't show on the PC at all.. I only keep the ones that work.. One other thing that I want to note is that, for some reason, I
can't download some videos because they don't even show up on the list of videos to download. Maybe it has something to
do with the fact that I'm using WMP and I have MJPEG selected as the codec for my videos. A: Some of the better AVs
have a VirtualBox / Host Add-on available. Often you can use WMP instead (since WMP 9 is integrated into Windows),

but sometimes there's a bridge between WMP and the AV -- it happened to me when I switched to JDownloader. If a
browser can't play a video, it's sometimes possible to "Save As" to view/save/copy. Some AVs have options to "Not Save"

(or not ask). Edit: It's confusing for me since the question has changed. If you can download the video and open it with
another app (i.e. other video viewer app, or video player app), then... that tells you that your AV isn't detecting it. Your
AV is doing what it's supposed to do -- which is keeping you from opening the "infected" content. In some cases, it's

possible for AVs to exist, without any additional restrictions. They don't catch what their name says. I.E. They don't do
"Anti Virus" -- they just move your stuff to a quarantine partition, or something. Your AV is catching other pieces of

malware/infection. There's no way around that. If you try to go without, you're only hurting yourself (and possibly your
PC). Q: list comprehension inside a for loop returns None in Python I tried to write a code to find out intersections of sub-
lists inside a list of lists. The code works, but it returns None in the last loop. I am not sure if I am doing something wrong

or if it is just a Python's peculiarities. Here is the code: N = int(input("Number of arrays: ")) i = 0 while i 3e33713323
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